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75. 

MAHATMA GANDHT'S CONTRIBUTION FOR Re 

GLOBALI7ATION OF VIILLAGE 

Shama B. 1.omate 
set Pof Department of Chemistry. Kalik ndevi College, Shinr (Ka 

Sunita S. Bhosle' 
Asistam Professow, Departmet nf Chemistry.Balbhim College. Beed 

Gandhi's ldea of Village Republe related to Globalizati 

Globalization is an umbrella term for a complex procese 

sVstematically restructuring the interactive phases among naion 
culture, commerce, 

hreaking down barriers in the area of culture 

fallout of this ongoing process of globalization is that its advanta 
communication and several other elds of endevour. The most likely 

move from top to bottom. As the real effects of economic glohalia 

on any country's economy is yet to crystallize fully, on the basis of 
certain initial trends one can derive the conclusion that it may lare 

benefit the urban affluent and only marginally the rural or urban poor 
But it may also happen that the benefits dry up before reaching the 

bottom. This is a universal phenomenon and no country is exception to 

it This has led to a rise in the cases of poverty, hunger and 

unemployment throughout the globe. 

Besides the foregoing, ils of globalization include; 5 

Violation of human rights of the developing countries, 

In the name of bringing prosperity, resorting to plundering and 

profiteering 
Going for cultural assimilation via cultural imperialism, 

Export of artificial wants, and 

Little care for nature, ecology and environment. 

Mahatma Gandhi's economic thought is the polar opposi of wha 

today's consumerist society stand for. The foundation of all his social 

and economic solutions was based on the concept of Sarvadaya, the 

welfare of all. Gandhi's philosophy is religious and spiritual, econome 

and political questions are seen from the moral and 
humanistic 

or 

perspective. The welfare of the human beings and not of systems 

institutions is the ultimate consideration. In fact, econom This 
should 

can 

no 

be be 

be separated from the deep spiritual 
foundations of life. This can. 

i 

best achieved, according to Gandhi, when ever 
individual 

is an 

integral part of the community; when the production 
of goox goods 

is on a 
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when 
the 

economy 
is local; and when homemade 

spiritual, ecological and communitarian pattern. 

lerance 

I 

an(h1an 

Thoughts 

(Nuadeshi) Suadeshi) 

handicrafts 
are given 

preferene These conditions 
rence. These conditions are 

mall sale, u 

mhwive 
to a 

holistic.spiritual, 

eco 

Vllage Republie'; As Gandhi was 

The 
Gandhian 

Concept 
of 'Vl lge 

Republle'; As Gandhi was 

of 
individuals, 

in his 
cconomic 

model he 

lization 
and hence villages 

become the 
nst the 

massive 

centration of economic power among a handful 

favours economic 

the basic cconomic units. 

His iea of Gram Swaraj (village self rule) aims at developing villages 

m a 
manncr 

whic 

ilage cthos, which deserve to be retain and strengthened. According 

the idea of Gram Swaraj. cach village should be basically selfreliant. 

making provisions for all the necessities of life- food, clothing, clean 

waler. sanitation, housing, 
cducation and so on, including government 

and seli defence and all socially useful amenities required by a 

community. His vision of independent India was not that of a nation 

state. but a confederation of self-governing, self-reliant, self-employed 

people living in village communities, deriving their right livelihood 

from the products of their homesteads. Maximum economic and 

politdical power- including the power to decide what could be imported 

into or exported from the village- would remain in the hands of the 

village assemblies. According to the principle of swadeshi, as 

propounded by Gandhi, economic dependence on external market 

1arces could make the village communities vulnerable. A village must 

Dukd a strong economic base to satisfy most of its needs and all 
DCmbers of the village community should give priority to local goods 

and services. In other words, each village should be a microcosm of 

adia-a web of loosely interconnected communities. Gandhi considered 

UCD villages so important that he thought they should be given the 

ofVillage Republics.Gandhi believed that the village 

CnUnily should embody the spirit of the home-an extension ot the 

IY rather than a collection of competing individuals. Gandhi's 

adn was not of personal self-sufficiency, not even family Sell-

oDcy,but the self sufficiency of the village community. The 
DUSh belicved in centralized, industrialized and mechanized modes ot 

COn.Gandhi turned this principle on its head and envisioned a 

na 
mannr 

which retains and strengthens those components of the 

at of a nation 

decentralized, homegrown, hand crafted mode of production. By 
adoping the principle of production by the masses, village 

product, whercas production by the masses is concerned with the 

h ies would be able to restore dignity to the work done by 
th nandhi's words; "..not mass production but production by 
the masses". In fact, mass production is only concerned with the 

product, the ducers and the process. 
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Rclenee o anhian houg hta 

Vilage, Industry, Khadi and Small scale Industr 

Gandhi's great approch of Seln relhance and Swadeshi ie 

significant ole for the improvement of human beings. He 
hi is playing a 

very usefnl model for economic lopment in India. Gandhi saw 

eased by stimulating vilage economies of agriculture be labour 

sented a 
the very u the rurnl economy and thought that poverty could he 

intensive prod1wtion hy using sImple technologies on a gronnd 

Gandhi wanted to re-cstablish India from the lowest level Th 
he gave an iden to lIndians to reconstruct the villages, He sod 

development of the village is depended on their own self.uf 
which is only poseible when there 1s no more exploitation. On the o 

hand the use of large scale industries will create problem of 

oompetition and marketing in the economy. Gandhi felt that Indiae 
dependence on imports from other countries was the main reasonof 

mach adversity in India. His basic approach has always supposed about 

the intentional needs, the need for independent villager and very close 
to his philosophical and sociological thoughts. He was paying attention 
on the development of common person and more significantly the 
development of the depressed and needy group of people". Therefore, 

he has to focuses on the village being self-reliant, mechanized mainly 

le 

for use. 

In the age of globalization, there is a deferent scene in India due to the 
mass effiect of globalization. India becoming is an emerging economy 

and plays a significant role in global world. Actually in 21st centaury 

the economic views of Gandhi were not adopted by Indian govemment 
Jawaharlal Nehru had give other idea of development which not oy 

an indigenous growth of small industries and villages. It is happen wiu 
the significant effect of rapid westernization and industrnalizato 

during recent period'. But in the global world the perspectve o 
economies is to construct heavy and large scale industries 

Globalisation possibly will be supposed as a development of 'global 
ation' 

exernal market". The main source of globalization is privas 
and liberalisation 

Gandhi on Industrialization and the Use of Heavy Machinery 

Global industrial society, as opposed to society made up or 
autonomous communities committed to the principle of "'swad 

unsustainable. Dr. E.F. Schumacher author of the classie 

modern economics, Small is Beautiful, who called Gandhi the grealest 

largely 

tique on 

"People's Economist", 
civilization because it was 

abhorred the industria 
of says; "Gandhi 

based on callous exploita bject of liíte 

nonrenewable resources. It made bodily welfare the soe 

1856) 
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ehhrate 
and oluntary reduction of wants". His alternative to the 

massive 
industri. trialization was the ormation of village industries and 

eaf imarily spinning and wenving of Khadi. Spinning would bea 

way of cmenting the mcager incom of a villager. It also gave self 

which 
roduced 

man to nothin; but a clever animal"". Gandhi's 

eriences 
in 

self-control and 

vihzation 
consists not in 

d disinterestedness lcd him to pronounce, 
the multiplication of wants but in the 

termination to one of life neceities- clothing. Today Khadi makes 
nty one pervent of the textile industry of India, it however employs 

carty two million people 

anihi's attitmde 1owards machinery changed considerably with the 
usage of time. In 1908, he writes in his classic Hind Swarai: 
Machinery is the chief symbol of modern civilization, it represents a 
geat sin. I cannot recall a singlc good point in connection with the 

machinery-
shall then be ablc to gradually do away with it". Increasingly he began 
realize that it is not machinery as such that is evil but the social 
condition under which it is used. In the 12 February 1938 issue of 
Harijan he wrote; "IfI could produce all my country's wants by means a 30000 people instead of 30 million? I should not mind it, provided that the 30 million are not rendered idle and unemployed". Gradually Gandhi began to see that under proper condition of social control, even arge scale machinery could be used in such a way as to serve the vilages and their crafts and not destroy them as they did in the past in me absence of social control. He wrote in the 27 January 1940 issue of Harijan; "I do visualize electricity, ship building, iron works, machine maing and the like existing side by side with village handicrafts. uherto, industrialization has been so planned as to destroy the village ats, In the state of future it will sub serve the villages and their cratts. POS1ion that Gandhi camc to hold on machinery was quite close Marx, In the absence of social control machinery causes Oyment and leads to exploitation of labour and the destruction 
rusan. Hence, the indiscriminatc proliferation of machinery 1s hOwever, under proper social control; machinery could confer 

Ybenefits on society, In other words, instead of the use of the large chnology in an arbitrary manner, Gandhi was in favour or large 
and honlogy in few sectors co-Cxisting with small scale technology 

....lt is nccessary to realize that machinery is bad, we 

and handicraft 
ass Gan. aDLude towards machinery changed considerably with the 

assage of time, In 1908, he writes in his classic Hind Swaraj 
aChinery is the chief symbol of modern civilization, it represents a 
Sin, 1 cannot Tecall a single good point in connection with he 
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Rclev a nce o ia n dhia n Tho ughis 
machinery.....It is necessary to reanze that machinery is had 

we shall then be able to gradually do away with it". Increasingly he 
egan to realize that it is not machinery as such that is evil but the 

condition under wlhich it is used. In the 12 Fcbruary 1938 issuse Harijan he wrote; "If I could produce all my country's wants h 

of 30000 people instead of 30 million? T should not mind it, provided 
means 

that the 30 million are not rendered idle and unemployed". 
Gandhi knew that with the globalization of economy, every nation 

would wish to export more and import less to keep the balanc 
pavment in its favour. As a result there Would be perpetual economic 

crisis 
disgruntled human beings. In communities practicing swadeshi 

economics would not dominate society. Beyond a certain imit 
cconomic growth becomes detrimental to human well-being. Contrary 
to the modern world view that the more material goods you have, the 
better your life would be, Gandhi said; "A certain degree of physical 
comfort is necessary but above a certain level it becomes a hindrance 
instcad of a help; therefore the ideal of creating an unlimited number of 
wants and satisfying them seems to be a delusion and a trap. The 
satisfaction of one's physical needs must come at a certain point to a 
dead stop before it degenerates into physical decadence"12. Besides, in 
this age of globalization, the economists and industrialists fail to see 

when enough is enough. Even when countries reach a very high 

material standard of living, they are still caught up with the idea of 
economic growth. The global economy drives people towards high 
performance, high achievement and high ambition for materialistic 
success. This results in stress, loss of space for personal and family 
relationships and loss of spiritual life. Gandhi realized that in the past 
life in India was not only prosperous but also conducive to 
philosophical and spiritual development. Swadeshi for Gandhi was the 

spiritual imperative. 

perpetual unemployment and perpetually discontented, 

In order to protect their economic interest, countries go to war- miitary 
war as well as economic war. There cannot be real peace in the word it 

countries would look at each other as sources of raw matertas or 
markets for finished industrial goods. The seeds of war are sown with 

economic greed. Throughout history one finds that the pursuit ot 

cconomic expansion consistently leads to military adventures. In the 
Words of Gandhi; "There is enough for everybody's need, but not tor 

anybody's greed". Swadeshi is thus a prerequisite for peace 

Conclusion:Though set in the Indian 
socio-economic context, 

Gandhian philosophy is certainly considered as a universal and timeles 

philosophy. t is regarded that the ideals of truth and non-violence, 
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n dhia n Tho ughi s 

Rele ancc 

wmch unden Aanin the whole philosophy, are relevant to all mankind, It mhodies numerous 'estern nfluences to which Gandhi was exposed difterent points of time in his life. His philosophy upholds the ideal and cquitable society. His social order has been described as 
the CGandhian model because of what they regarded as his 

olass conflicta and regarded the ntralization of political and economic 

ofa ust 
mmunism minus violence" However, Marxists traditionally do not 

Tomn 

Noungoois look. Gandhi rejected 

in the hands of the state as counterproductive to the development 

the Marxian concept of violent 

society. Nevertheless, Gandhian philosophy, 
non-violent 

Ncularly the concept of Sarvodaya does contain many socialist iments. His thoughts have been likened also to the concepts of honiah Socialism and Philosophical Anarchism. In the fast emerging obal scenario moral values, ethics, spirituality, family values, eligious insights have all seemed to have lost their place and valves. Bhics and morality appear to be out of tune with the ethos of the global village. Globalization has thrust to the forefront. Deterioration of the naion state, leading to global integration mostly on the strength of economic prosperity of the industrially rich and developed nations have led to a situation where vast iniquities that divided the small minority of haves from the huge majority of have-nots. The economic Tiberalization and the technological automation threaten to widen further the existing 

Gandhiji was not against development and capital creation he was against exploitative and inhuman economic prevalence. Gandhiji OCSired a society where all people will enjoy a real freedom free from thic fear of wants and live an honourable and self-reliant life. The Olemporary concerns of economic practices in India need to be evtalized and made more inclusive and welfare oriented by tolowng E Dumanítarian vision embedded in Gandhian economic philosophy. Relerences 
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